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Abstract

The article deals with such objects of patent law as inventions and utility models, the use of which by patent holders in some cases is limited by the rights of other patent owners in accordance with the requirements of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, as amended on March 12, 2014. Such inventions and utility models are called dependent. In fact, these are improvements to other inventions and utility models, to which the exclusive right applies. The patent owner of such a dependent object of patent law may legitimately use his invention or his utility model only upon obtaining the right to use another (main) object of patent law or at its alienation from the legal owner. For this, it is necessary to reveal the dependence of one's object of patent law on another (main) object. The article shows how it is possible to identify such dependence under the existing patent legislation of the Russian Federation.
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1. Introduction

The patent legislation of the Russian Federation includes a category of patent law objects - dependent inventions and dependent utility models [6].

For example, there are registered inventions and utility models, the use of which by patent holders is limited by the rights of other patent holders. This is due to the fact that such inventions or utility models are the improvements to other existing inventions or utility models or are the application of the invention as a product or a method for a different purpose. Such inventions and utility models are recognized as dependent inventions and dependent utility models from other inventions and other utility models [1, 7].

In accordance with patent law, the use of a dependent invention or a dependent utility model by the patent holder is not allowed without the consent of the patent holder of another invention or other utility model which is recognized as being used in the dependent invention/the dependent utility model [10].

In a case when using his object (product or method) a person also uses all the features of another object that is patented, the person must apply for a permission from the person who owns the prior patent for the other patent law object [8]. This is called the lack of patent noninfringement or the violation of the exclusive rights of third parties [9].

A dependent utility model, as well as a dependent invention, can be used to extend the lifetime of an engineering solution by obtaining a new dependent engineering solution, as described by E.B. Gavrilova [4].

The current edition of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation [2, 3] in Paragraph 4 of Article 1358 gives the regulation according to which an invention or a utility model is recognized as using another invention or useful model:

"An invention or utility model shall be deemed used in a product or process if the product contains or the process involves:
- each feature of the invention or utility model stated in an independent claim contained in the claims for the invention or utility model, or a feature equivalent thereto that has become known as such in this art prior to performance in respect to the respective invention,
- The use of all the characteristics listed in an independent claim of the claims contained in the patent of another invention or another utility model shall be deemed used.

In the Civil Code of the Russian Federation (the Civil Code) such inventions and utility models are defined as "dependent" because they cannot be used without using another invention or other useful model. This is directly stated in Article 1358.1 of the Civil Code:

"An invention, utility model whose use in a product or method is impossible without using another invention, utility model protected by a patent and having an earlier priority shall be deemed a dependent invention, dependent utility model.

Seen as a dependent invention shall be, in particular, an invention protected in the form of application for a particular purpose of the product in which another invention protected by the patent and having an earlier priority is used.

An invention or utility model related to a product or method shall be also deemed dependent if the formula of such invention or such utility model differs from the formula of another patented invention or another patented utility model with an earlier priority solely by the purpose of the product or method.

An invention and utility model may not be used without a permit of the holder of the patent to another invention and another utility model with respect to which they are dependent ones.

In this case, according to the regulation, the term "another" invention or "another" utility model means the used invention or utility
to prove the use of another protected invention/utility model in the used invented invention/utility model, taking into account Paragraph 4 of Article 1358 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation (If in the use of an invention or utility model all the features are also used that are stated in an independent item of the formula of another invention contained in the patent, or the feature which is equivalent thereto that had become known as such in the given field of technology before the priority date of another invention, or each feature stated in an independent point of the formula of another utility model contained in the patent another invention, another utility model shall be also deemed to be used);

to prove the impossibility of using the investigated invention/utility model in the product or method without using another protected invention/utility model;

to determine the dependence of the studied invention/utility model from another protected invention/utility model, considering Paragraph 1 of Article 1358.1 (An invention, utility model … whose use in a product or method is impossible without using another invention, utility model … shall be deemed a dependent invention, dependent utility model …).

By way of example below there are excerpts from the report of judicial patent and technical expert examination of dependent and other (first) inventions [5] with regard to case #A40-102244/15 of the Arbitration Court of Moscow. The judicial decision on the designation of a judicial expert examination raised the following questions to the expert:

Does the ECONIT device contain each feature of the invention of patent RU2446549 "Line Filter", given in an independent clause of the patent invention formula, or an equivalent feature?

Is the invention of patent RU2570351 "Line Filter" a dependent invention in relation to the invention of "Line Filter" RU2446549? If the patent holder of the invention of patent RU2570351 "Line Filter" is the manufacturer and supplier of the ECONIT device,

The studied (dependent) invention, in this case, is the invention of patent RU2570351 (priority as of 22.09.2014) with an independent primary claim in the following form:

"A line filter comprising a core inductor included in the discontinuities of each of the line wires and a core current filtering inductance provided with at least one additional winding, connected between the linear wires a capacitor and at least two filter correcting circuits, the input of each is connected to the output of one of the additional windings, characterized by additional inclusion of the bias coil and the ballast inductance with cores and control windings, threshold solver, first electronic commutating devices and second electronic commutating devices connected in-series between the linear wires."

The expert examination proved the fact of the usage of this invention in the product - the ECONIT device since this device contains each feature of the independent primary claim of the patent RU2570351. Thus, the patent holder used his invention in the product produced by himself. It may be well unless his invention was not dependent on another invention.

Another (first) invention, in this case, is the invention of the patent RU2446549 (priority as of 16.02.2011) with the following formula, characterized by an independent claim:

"A power filter comprising inductors with cores included in the rupture of linear wires and a capacitor connecting the linear wires to each other, characterized in that each of the line wires additionally includes a current filtering inductance with a core provided with at least one additional winding, and between the linear wires there are included at least two filter-correcting circuits, the input of each of which is connected to the output of one of the additional windings."

The expert examination reported on the first question arose by the court. The ECONIT device contains each feature of the invention given in the independent primary claim of the invention "Line Filter" of patent RU2446549. Therefore, in accordance with the regulation of Paragraph 3 of Article 1358 of the Civil Code, this invention is recognized as used in the product ECONIT, in which the invention under study is used (patent RU2570351).
The next stage of the study is to prove the impossibility of using the invention of the patent RU2570351 without the use of the protected invention of patent RU2446549. The proof would be the exclusion of all the features of the protected (other) invention from the formula of the studied invention. Based on the knowledge of a specialist, it can be shown that when attempting to use the remainder of the investigated invention (i.e., without the excluded features), the "reduced" invention will not achieve the technical result specified in the description, as well as will be inoperative. Therefore, the studied invention of patent RU2570351 cannot be used in a product without the use of the protected invention of RU2446549.

Thus, considering the Paragraph 1 of Article 1358.1, the studied invention of patent RU2570351 is dependent on another protected invention of RU2446549, which is the answer to the second question posed by the court for the expert.

The above-given example shows that using the dependent invention of patent RU2570351, all the features given in the independent claims of the formula of the protected (other) invention of patent RU2446549 are also used. Therefore, another invention (RU2446549) should also be recognized as used:

it is legal if the patent holder of both patents is the same person. In case of different patent owners, it is legal if there is a permission (consent) of the patent holder of another (first) invention;

it is illegal if the patent holders are different persons having no permission (consent) of the patent holder of another (first) invention to use the dependent invention (as it was in the considered example).

Therefore, using his invention of RU2570351 in his product (ECONIT device), the manufacturer of this product violated the exclusive right of the holder of another patent RU2446549 (from which his invention is dependent) by not having obtained a consent from the prior patent holder for using the invention protected by another patent.

By the decision of the Arbitration Court of Moscow, the claims of the patent owner of another (first) patent were fully satisfied. In conclusion, it should be noted that the regulation of Article 1358.1 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation should be considered for noninfringement patent search at the early stages of product and technology design - at theoretical design (scientific and technical documentation), and not only at the stage of industrial production or use of technology.
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